Offer to Elementary Schools

Teacher Training and Coaching for Basic Global English

We offer elementary schools a teacher training seminar for Basic Global English (BGE) and the didactic model “Learning by Teaching/Lernen durch Lehren” (LdL). Such a seminar can include several elements (according to customer wishes):

• lecture and discussion on BGE and its principles (60 + 30 min.)
• lecture and discussion on the didactic model LdL (60 + 30 min.)
• course in (Global) English (pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary) (90 min. each)
• teaching one lesson of Basic Global English to a class (45 min. or 90 min.)
• visiting and analyzing one lesson taught by a teacher (teacher coaching) (45 min. or 90 min. visit + 30 to 45 min. analysis)

In addition, we offer a BGE Teacher Handbook and BGE Learner Materials for age group 7-10 (see sample on http://www.basicglobalenglish.com).

My fees:
First hour: 200 EUR
Second hour: 120 EUR
Additional hours: 80 EUR
To these fees you will have to add travel expenses.

Contact:
Joachim Grzega, ASEcoLi, Pfahlstr. 5, 85072 D-Eichstätt, joachim.grzega@ku-eichstaett.de, http://www.asecoli.com